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Location Time CONSUMER PROTECTION AGENDA 

Day 1, 4 February 2020 

Novomatic 
stand 

12:00 Pop-up Talk: RG at the core of your business  

  Game Design and Customer Experience 

 14:15 Opening of Consumer Protection Zone 

CPZ 14:30 – 
15:15 
 

RegTech: Discovering technology and innovations that enable 
more effective regulatory compliance  
Gambling is technology driven industry, so what are the 
technology innovations in the field of responsible gambling? 
Discussing the use of data analysis, AI, mobile, KYC, payments 
and automation to advance operators’ efforts to protect 
consumer. 
Laura Eddy, COO, GambleWise 

CPZ 15:15 – 
16:00 

Finding a balance between enhancing customer experience 
and protection simultaneously 
How can adoption of responsible gambling and integrated 
tools actually enhance the customer’s experience as a player, 
and help them to have a better and more open dialogue with 
the operator? How can safer gambling be a unique selling 
point for your business rather than a hindrance? 
David Caruana, Head of Responsible Gambling, Kindred 
Group Plc 
Joe Bell - Head of Safer Gambling and AML at Rocket X part of 
the LeoVegas Mobile Gaming Group 
Robert Mabbett, Head of Gambling Therapy, Gordon Moody 
Association 
Moderator: Robin Harrison-Millan, Editor, iGaming Business 

 16:00 – 
16:45 

ILA Networking at Consumer Protection Zone  
 

Playtech 
stand 

16:30 – 
17:00 

Pop-up Talk: Developing principle-based code for game 
designers  

 Day 2:  Interaction vs Intervention 

CPZ 10:30 – 
11:30  

Creating a guideline for online and land-based interaction 



What hard, soft and micro-interaction tools should operators 
use to interact with their customers? What is proven to work in 
land-based and online? How often should you interact directly 
with your customers? How should you interact with VIPs? 
Foli Ekue, Managing Director, PlaywrightCasino 
Dr. Sarah Hodge, Lecturer in Psychology, Bournemouth 
University 

CPZ 11:30 – 
12:15 

Presentation: GamCare and Sustainable Interaction 
GameChange Course 
[INSERT TITLE] 
Anna Hemmings, Director, GamCare 
Christofer Hagstedt, CBDO, Sustainable Interaction  

tbc 12:45 Pop-up Talk: TBC 

CPZ 14:00 – 
14:45 

How to evaluate your success interacting with low-risk and 
high-risk players 
What data do you need to collect to assess your RG strategy 
and measure its success? How do you evaluate the player’s 
journey? For how long should a potentially harmful trend 
continue? How much data do you need to establish what’s 
normal or harmful? 
Avinash Agrawal, Head of risk, payments and responsible 
gaming, Games24x7 

CPZ 14:45 – 
15:30 

Integrating RG tools into your platform 
New analytical tools to identify at-risk players are starting to 
be adopted by operators to increase their scope and be free to 
use. How is the industry changing to incorporate RG as core 
business and not after the harm has already taken place? 
Daniel Umfleet, Managing Director, Gamban 
Adam Doyle, Head of Gaming, TruNarrative 

eSports 
Arena 

14:15 – 
14:45 

Pop-up Talk: Should esports and esport betting be 
incorporated into the RG narrative? How should we tailor the 
message to this audience?  
Esports betting is becoming more integrated into the 
mainstream gambling experience, bringing in a new audience 
and demographic of bettors who wouldn’t automatically be a 
part of the betting community. How do we reach these players 
to reduce and prevent harm? 
Presentation – Esports Pavilion 

 Day 3:  Integrating prevention and self-exclusion 

TGA 
Theatre  

11:00 – 
11:30 

Pop-Up Talk: tbc 
 

CPZ 11:30 – 
12:15 

Towards greater cooperation: Creating a framework to work 
together to share best practice and advance consumer 
protection efforts 
While competition is fierce among gambling operators and 
suppliers and often prevents them from sharing, RG and 
consumer protection should one area where all have the same 



goal. Sharing and cooperation are critical for better protection 
of the consumer, but also to change the public perception and 
media narrative of gambling.  
Jon Duffy, Senior Vice President Corporate Assurance and 
Regulatory Affairs, Genting UK 
Dan Iliovici, CEO, RomBET Association 
Moderator: Shelley White, CEO, Responsible Gambling 
Council 

CPZ 12:30 Charity Fundraising Ceremony & Closing Remarks 

 


